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MINOR PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 
1st Gabmalu Java 2100576510 
(Cinderhof Vandaal x Gabmalu Cinda) 
8 Months.  Above medium size medium strong black & gold female of good breed type.  
Very good head and expression with firm ears and dark eyes.  Good length and angle of the 
neck.  Good wither, firm back of good length, slightly short & slightly steep croup. Good 
angulation of the forehand, with good overall proportions.  Very good angulation of the 
hindquarters.  Presents a good picture in stance.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct 
coming and going.   Covers the ground well when settled with just a slight restriction in 
reach.  Displays good drive and good overall balance. Very promising. 
 
PUPPY BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 
1st Amesamshep Isla 4100363270 
(Eroica Ice Ice Baby x CH Astasia Vitarni) 
10 Months.  Above medium size and strength.  Very well pigmented black and gold bitch of 
very good type.  She is of somewhat compact overall proportions.  Strong feminine head 
with very good expression. Neck could be just a fraction longer.  Good wither, firm back 
which should not be shorter.  Slightly short steep croup.  Slightly short but well angled upper 
arm.  Very good underline. Very good angulation of the hindquarters.  Stands correct in 
front.  Absolutely correct coming and going. Moves well with good reach and very good 
drive.  The incorrect position of the tail during movement detracts from the overall picture. 
Very promising. 
   
2nd Panskylie Flight of Fancy 4100364660 
(Cinderhof Vandaal x Hasenway Masquerade (iID Deu) 
9 Months.  Extra upper right P1.  Well above medium size, medium strength, alert and 
feminine black and gold bitch of good general type.  Normal wither, slight raise in the back.  
Somewhat short steep croup.  Slightly steep shoulder, long but slightly steep upper arm.  
Good underline and very good hindquarters.   Moves correct going away, slightly narrow 
coming toward.  Moves with good drive holding her lines.  Displayed a slight tendency to 
step high in the front at times. Very promising. 
 
JUNIOR BITCH LONG STOCK COAT 
 
1st Vladimir The Bees Knees 2100566731 
(Chili della Valcuvia (Imp UK) x CH Vladimir Me Me I’m First) 
15mths.  60cm/28cm.  Large, above medium strength, very well pigmented expressive, 
feminine black and gold female of very good type.    Very good head and expression with 
dark and eye with very good ears.  Good length and angle of the neck.  Good wither, firm 
back of good length.  Long but just slightly steep croup.  Good angulation of the forehand.  
The pasterns are just a shade deep.  Well developed chest proportions. Very good 
angulation of the hindquarters.  Correct coming and going.  She moves very well with good 



reach and very good drive, holding her very good lines with good carriage of the head. 
Presents a very pleasing picture at all times. 
Very Good 
 
2nd Tollerhund Molly Weasley 3100433173 
(Eroica Ice Ice Baby x Grundelhardt Per Sempre)   
16 months. Extra right upper P1.  60cm/29cm.  Large very strong, substantial bitch of very 
good type.  Shown somewhat out of coat today.  Very broad strong head, good dark eye and 
correct ears.  Good wither, firm back of good length.  Slightly short slightly steep croup.  
Long but slightly steep upper arm.  Good under line.  Somewhat deep hindquarters with 
well developed thighs.  Slightly close going away, correct coming.    Moves well with good 
reach and drive, covering the ground with ease and holding a good line. Another impressive 
female. 
Very Good 
 
3rd Lettland In It To Win It 4100361414 
(Willas v Aurelisbrandt x Lettland Althea Bright Sky)   
16 months.  61cm/27cm.  Very large, strong and substantial, very well pigmented black and 
gold female.  Strong but feminine head with good dark eye.  Good length of neck held 
slightly erect.  High wither, firm back of good length.  Long but slightly steep croup.  Long 
and just slightly steep upper arm.  Turns her right foot out in view from the front.  Good 
underline.  Very good angulation of the hindquarters. Presents a good picture in stance.  
Sound coming and going.    Moves well covering the ground with ease displaying very good 
reach and drive. 
Very Good 
 
 
INTERMEDIATE LONG STOCK COAT BITCH 
 
1st Gabmalu Helga AZ 2100558671 
(Cinderhof Vandaal x Gabmalu Echo)  
19 months.  60.5cm/28cm.  Large, strong and substantial well pigmented expressive bitch of 
very good breed type.  Lovely feminine head and expression with a good dark eye.  High 
wither, firm back of good length into a well laid croup.  Very good angulation of the 
forehand with well developed chest proportions.  Very good under line.  Very good 
angulation of the hindquarters with pleasing musculature – she is firm and dry throughout.  
Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well at all speeds with 
very good reach and drive, maintaining her very good lines at all times.  A bitch of high 
above average anatomical quality. 
Very Good 
 
2nd Kingland Nicolette 2100558996 
(Cinderhof Vandaal x Kingland Whole Lotta Kayos)  
18.5 months.  60cm/28cm.  Large above medium strength, well pigmented expressive bitch 
of good type.  Nice feminine head where the stop could be slightly more pronounced.  
Medium dark eye.  Slightly short neck into a high wither, firm back of good length, 
somewhat short croup.  Slightly short slightly steep upper arm. Very good under line and 



very good angulation of the hindquarters.  She presents a very good picture in stance.  
Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with good reach and 
very good drive with just a slight restriction in the forehand. 
Very Good 
 
3rd Bluemax Destiny’s Child  4100356305 
(Xander v Grabfeldgau (Imp Deu) x Bluemax De Jayla) 
18 months. 61cm/29cm.  Very large, strong and substantial well pigmented black and gold 
bitch of good type.  Strong but feminine head with good expression.  Good wither, firm back 
of good length.  Slightly short and steep croup.  Slightly short and somewhat steep upper 
arm, well developed chest.  Very good angulation of the hindquarters.  Stands correct in 
front.  Pasterns could be slightly firmer.  Moves slightly close behind and the left elbow 
could still be more closed.  Moves well with good reach and powerful drive.   
Very Good 
 
OPEN BITCH LONG STOCK COAT BITCH 
 
1st *Kaygar Esther AZ 4100339708 
(Eroica Ice Ice Baby x Eroica Just Want to Have Fun) 
26 months, 60.5cm/28.5cm.  Very large, above medium strength, alert and expressive, very 
well pigmented bitch of very good type.  Very good head and expression with a good dark 
eye.   High wither, firm back of good length.  Well laid croup. Very good angulation of the 
forehand.  Very good under line.  Very good hindquarter angulation with powerful thighs.  
Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  This female moves well at all 
speeds with very good reach and drive. She covers the ground with ease and maintained an 
excellent performance level throughout. A young adult female of very pleasing quality. 
Gunsure, excellent. 
  
2nd *CH Eroica Nova AZ 5100116338 
(Hornet Box Dog x Eroica Duchess of York) 
2 years 9 months,  60cm/28.5cm.  Large above medium strength, very glamorous, 
expressive, feminine, well pigmented female of very good breed type.  Very good head and 
appealing expression.  Very good length of neck, at times held slightly erect.  High wither, 
firm back of good length.  Well laid croup.   Good angulation in the forehand where the 
pasterns should be a little firmer, very good under line.  The hindquarters are at maximum 
depth, with powerfully developed thighs.  Presents a very balanced, high-quality picture in 
stance.  Moves slightly close going away and correct coming.    Moves well with very good 
reach and drive and carries the neck better in movement than in stance. Another very high 
quality female. Gunsure, excellent. 
 
3rd *Lettland Epic Edition AZ  4100329869 
(Eroica Ice Ice Baby x CH Beatrae Xtreme Envy) 
2 yrs 10 mths.  59cm/28.5cm.  Above medium size, strong and substantial, very well 
pigmented female of good general type.  Normal wither, firm back of good length.  Good 
croup.  Good angulation of the forehand, where the pasterns need to be rather firmer.  
Good under line.  Very good angulation of the hindquarter.  Stands correct in front and 



behind.  Moves slightly close away, correct coming.  Moves well with very good reach and 
drive. Gunsure, excellent. 
 
 
 
MINOR PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 
 
1st Debbar Sierra 4100369167 
(Kaygar Arko x Debbar Jenny) 
6 mths. Double P1 upper left.  Medium size medium strength, feminine, expressive bitch of 
good type.  Feminine expressive head with good ears and medium dark eye.  Good wither, 
firm back of good length.  Slightly short and well laid croup.  Long but slightly steep upper 
arm.   Good under line.  Good angulation in the hindquarters where the second thigh could 
be just a shade longer.  Stands correct in front.   Moves close going and correct coming.  
Moves with good reach and good drive.  She could be a little more expressive throughout. 
Very promising 
 
PUPPY BITCH STOCK COAT 
 
1st Bluemax Hazelnut Swirl 4100364003 
(Dingo di Casa Mary x Bluemax Salted Peanut) 
11mths.  Large, strong, substantial black and gold bitch of very good breed type.  Shown in 
lovely condition.  Strong feminine head with very good expression.  Very good ears, long 
well angled neck.  High wither, firm back of good length.  Slightly short slightly steep croup.  
Good angulation of the forehand, well developed chest.  Very good angulation of the 
hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with 
very good reach and drive, maintaining a very good line and high wither.  A puppy of very 
high quality presented very well throughout in a class full of very good puppies today. Very 
promising 
 
2nd Albata Colette 4100365295 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Albata Lucia)  
10mths.  Above medium size bitch, of good strength and substance.  Well pigmented 
attractive bitch of good type. Very good head and expression with just a slight roman nose.  
Good wither, firm back of good length with just a slight tendency to peak at times.  Long 
slightly steep croup.  Good angulation of the forehand, good underline.  Very good 
angulation of the hindquarter.   Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.   
Moves well with very good reach and drive when settled, maintaining a high wither and very 
good over line.  Very promising 
 
3rd Jayshell Yoyo 3100438205 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Jayshell Utopia) 
11mths. Above medium size, above middle strength well pigmented bitch of good type.  
Slightly stretched overall proportions.  Good length and angle of the neck.  Good wither and 
firm back of good length.  Slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Long but slightly steep 
upper arm.  Very good under line.  Very good angulation of the hindquarters.  Stands correct 
in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with very good reach and drive, 



covering the ground with ease and maintaining a very good over line.   The position of the 
tail in movement detracts. Very promising 
 
4th Kelinpark Wispa 2100574518 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Kelinpark Skittle)  
11mths Above medium size, above middle strength puppy of good substance.  Nice 
feminine head with good expression.  Good wither, firm back of good length.  Slightly short 
but well laid croup.  Long but slightly steep upper arm.  Good under line.  Very good 
angulation of the hindquarters. Presents a very good picture in stance.  Stands correct front 
and back. Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with good drive maintaining a very 
good overline.  Just a slight restriction in front reach. Very promising 
 
 
5th Alezan Tanzania 2100574391 
(Olymp v Larchenhain x Alezan Ltd)  
10mths. Above medium size above middle strength, very well pigmented bitch of good 
substance and very nice type.  Very attractive feminine head with alert expression.  High 
wither, firm back of good length, slightly steep croup.  Good angulation of the forehand 
where the pasterns are just a shade steep, well developed chest.  Good under line.  Very 
good angulation of the hindquarters, with well developed thighs.  Shown in lovely condition.  
Very attractive stylish female.  Stands correct in front.  Moves slightly close going and 
correct coming.   Moves well with good reach and drive. Should present herself slightly 
more self assured in judges approach. Very promising 
 
 
JUNIOR BITCH STOCK COAT 
 
1st Kuirau Willow 2100566563 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Kiurau Indelible)  
14mths.  58cm/27cm.  Medium size, above medium strength black and gold bitch of good 
substance and very good breed type.  Balanced, feminine, expressive female.  Good length 
and angle of the neck.  High wither, firm back of good length.  Well laid croup.  Very good 
angulation of the forehand, balanced brisket proportions.  Very good angulation of the 
hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.    Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with 
very good reach and drive, maintaining a very good over line at all times. Firm and dry 
throughout. Impresses by virtue of her overall neatness and balance. Very good 
 
2nd  Kelinpark Vienetta 2100566069 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Kelinpark Rocky Road) 
16mths.  60cm/29.5cm.  Large, above medium strength and of very good substance.  Well 
pigmented black and gold bitch of very good type.  Strong feminine head with good ears and 
dark eyes.  Good length and angle of the neck, high wither, firm back of good length with 
just a slight tendency to peak.  The croup is just slightly short and steep.  Very good 
angulation of the forehand with well developed chest.  Very good under line.  Very good 
angulation of the hindquarters. Stands correct.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves 
well with very good reach and drive.    Very Good 
 



3rd Vladimir Th Ants Pants 2100566730 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Vladimir Me Me I’m First)  
15mths.  58cm/28cm.  Medium size, above medium strength richly  pigmented gold sable 
female.  Very feminine expressive head, just a slight roman nose.  Good length and angle of 
the neck.  Good wither, firm back of very good length.  Good croup.  Slightly short but well 
laid upper arm.  Good under line.  Very good angulation of the hindquarters.  She is of 
somewhat stretched proportions.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  
Moves well with good reach and very good drive. Very Good 
 
4th Ineffable Dangerous Dreams AZ 4100352993  
(Pirlo v Arminius x Rhosyn New Plaything) 
17mths 59cm/29cm.  Large strong and very substantial female.  Strong but feminine head, 
good ears and dark eyes.  Good length of neck held just slightly erect.  High wither, firm 
back of good length. Long but slightly steep croup.  Long slightly steep upper arm.  Well 
developed chest.  Good under line.  Very good angulation of the hindquarter with powerful 
well developed thighs.  Pasterns are just a shade steep.  Stands correct in front.  Moves 
correct coming and going.  Moves well with good reach and very good drive. Could maintain 
the wither more convincingly.  Very Good 
 
5th Debbar Quentessa 4100354396  
(Chili della Valcuvia x Debbar Isabella) 
16mths. 57cm/28cm.  Medium size, strong very substantial bitch of very good type.  Very 
good head and expression.  Very good angulation of the forehand.  High wither firm back of 
good length.   Short steep croup with a rather high set tail.  Very well developed chest but 
she must not deepen further.  Maximum depth in the hindquarter angulation with powerful 
well developed thighs.  Presents a very good picture in stance.  Stands correct.  Moves close 
going away and correct coming.  Moves well with very good reach and drive when settled 
but the pronounced hook in the tail detracts. Very Good 
 
 
 
INTERMEDIATE BITCH STOCK COAT 
 
1st Vladimir Supercalifragilistic 2100554808 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Vladimir Legen Waitforit Dary) 21mths.  Double P1 upper left.  
60cm/29cm.  Large, strong and substantial, very well pigmented, lovely expressive bitch of 
excellent type.  High wither, firm back of very good length.  Good length and lay of the 
croup.  Very good angulation of the forehand with very well-developed chest.  Very good 
angulation of the hindquarter.  Of note are her very balanced length to height proportions.  
Powerful developed thighs.  Firm and dry and throughout. Stands correct in front.  Moves 
correct coming and going.   Moves well with very good reach and drive covering the ground 
with ease, maintaining a good over line at all times. A bitch of clear, high anatomical value 
and notable type and quality. Very Good 
 
 
 
 



2nd Debbar Paloma 4100351818 
(Kaygarr Arko x Debbar Jenny)  
19mths.  60cm/28cm.  Large, just above medium strength, alert and expressive, feminine 
bitch of very good type with a very attractive, classical head.  Good length and angle of the 
neck.  High wither, firm back of good length.  Slightly short steep croup.  Long well angled 
upper arm, well developed chest proportions.  Good under line.  Maximum depth in the 
hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with 
very good reach and drive, holding a very good over line throughout. A lovely female. Very 
Good 
 
3rd Debbar Ophelia 4100345411  
(Xander v Grabfeldgau x Debbar Hermione) 
22mths.  61cm/27cm.  Very large, strong and substantial expressive well pigmented female.  
Very strong but feminine attractive head with very good expression.  High wither, firm back 
of good length. Slightly short and steep croup.  Good angulation of the forehand and with 
good forechest development.  Very good under line.  Very good angulation of the 
hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Slightly close behind, correct coming.  Moves well 
with good reach and very good drive, maintaining a high wither and good over v line. Very 
good 
 
 
OPEN BITCH STOCK COAT 
 
1st *Bluemax Salted Peanut AZ  4100321638 
(Bluemax Say Bombs Away x Bluemax Salted Pretzel) 
3yrs 5mths. 59.5cm/29cm.  Large strong and substantial paling black and gold, very 
balanced bitch of very good breed type.  Strong expressive head.  Good wither, firm back of 
good length.  Slightly short and slightly steep croup.  Good angulation of the forehand, very 
well-developed chest.  Very good under line.  Very good hindquarters with well-muscled 
thighs.  Stands correct.   Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with very good reach 
and drive, maintaining a very good overline from the tip of her ears to the tip of her tail. A 
bitch of lovely quality and clear value as a brood bitch. Gunsure. Excellent. 
 
2nd *Castastar Oleander AZ  4100341469 
(Conbhairean Freddie x Debbar Isabella)  
2yrs 2mths.  60cm/28.5cm.  Large, strong, well pigmented black and gold bitch of very good 
type.  Strong but feminine head with very good expression.  The neck is long and held just 
slightly erect.  High wither, firm back of good length.  Slightly short and just slightly steep 
croup.  Long and just slightly steep upper arm.  Well-developed chest.  Maximum depth in 
hindquarter angulation.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going. Moves 
well with very good reach and drive. Gunsure, excellent. 
 (40) 2yrs 7mths.  59cm/28.5cm.  Above medium size, above medium strength.  Black and 
gold female of good general type. High wither, firm back of good length.  Short steep croup.  
Short and slightly steep upper arm.  Good under line.  Good angulation of the hindquarters.  
Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well covering the ground 
with ease with good reach and very good drive. Gunsure. Excellent. 
 



3rd *Debbar Jenny AZ 4100310514 
(Rudy v Haus Edmond x Debbar Bella)  
4yrs 1mths 61cm/29cm Very large, strong and substantial, fully matured female of good 
type and good overall proportions.  Strong but feminine head, good ears and dark eyes.  
Good wither, firm back of good length.  Well laid but slightly short croup.  Long and slightly 
steep upper arm, good under line.  Very good chest development.  Maximum depth in the 
hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with 
very good reach and drive with just a slight tendency to drop her wither at times. Gunsure, 
Excellent. 
 
4th CH *Grandspy Intentionally Evil AZ 410033448  
(Kantenna Ajejandro x Grandspy Evil Intentions) 
2yrs 7mths.  59cm/28.5cm.  Above medium size, above medium strength.  Black and gold 
female of good general type. High wither, firm back of good length.  Short steep croup.  
Short and slightly steep upper arm.  Good under line.  Good angulation of the hindquarters.  
Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well covering the ground 
with ease with good reach and very good drive. Gunsure. Excellent. 
 
 
PUPPY DOG LONG STOCK COATS 
 
1st Bluemax Chili De Lobo 4100366292 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Bluemax De Jayla) 
11.5mths, Above medium size, strong and substantial, very well pigmented black and gold 
dog of very good type.  Presents a good picture in stance.  Very good head and expression, 
good dark eye.  High wither, frim back of good length, slightly short and steep croup.  Good 
angulation of the forehand, good underline.  Slightly deep hindquarter angulation.  Stands 
correct in front.  Tail casts to the left.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with 
good drive and just slightly restricted reach when settled. Very promising 
 
2nd Bluemax De Khan 4100366294 
(Chili della Valcuvia x Bluemax De Jayla) 
11.5mths, Upper Left P2 tooth certificate.  Black and rich gold, above medium size, strong 
and substantial.  Strong and masculine head with slight roman nose.  High wither, firm back 
which should not be shorter.  Short steep croup.  Good angulation in the forehand, good 
under line.  Very good angulation of the hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves 
correct coming and going. Slightly compact overall proportions.  Moves well with good 
reach and drive when settled. Very promising 
 
JUNIOR DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 
1st CH Debbar Quacker AZ 4100354394  
16mths.  63cm/31cm.   
Medium size, above medium strength, richly pigmented black and gold male. Very 
expressive, high quality, attractive, and of very good type.  Lovely expressive head, slightly 
domed skull.  High wither, firm back of good length.  Just slightly short and steep croup. 
Very good angulation of the forehand.  Good underline which should not be shorter.  Very 



good angulation of the hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and 
slightly close going.  Moves very well with very good reach and drive and maintaining his 
very good overline at all speeds, notable ease in the stride.  A really lovely young long coat 
male of much quality. Very Good 
 
2nd Tollerhund Gryffindor 3100433169  
15mths.  66cm/30cm 
Very large, above medium strength, very well pigmented male of very good type.  Slightly 
domed head. High wither, firm back of good length.  Slightly short slightly steep croup.  
Good angulation in the forehand.  Good underline.  Very good angulation of the 
hindquarter.  Stands correct in front.  Moves close behind and correct coming.  Moves very 
well with good reach and drive when settled.  Showed just a little movement over the top 
line still to fully firm. Very Good 
 
3rd Damonte Stealin Time 5100126633  
(Kuirau Orlando x Khayem Odette) 
14mths.  65cm/29cm 
Large, medium strong black and gold male of good type.  Normal wither with a slight 
tendency to a peak in the back.  Somewhat short steep croup.  Long slightly steep upper 
arm, good under line.  Very good hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct 
coming and going.  Moves well with good reach and drive when settled.  Very Good 
 
OPEN DOG LONG STOCK COAT 
 
1st CH *Eroica Ice Ice Baby AZ 5100102740  
(Grisu v Frankengold x Eroica Coco Chanel) 
4yrs 10mths.  63cm/29cm. 
Correct medium size, strong, expressive, very well pigmented black and gold male of very 
good type. Alert expressive head, dark mask and dark eyes.  Good wither, firm back of good 
length.  Slightly short but well laid croup.  Good angulation in the forehand.  Very good 
under line and very good angulation of the hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves 
correct coming and going.  Moves very well with very good reach and drive maintaining a 
very good outline throughout, shown in excellent condition. Gunsure. Excellent. 
 
2nd *Lettland Flint AZ 4100333569  
(Wunderstern Elmezzi x Lettland Althea Bright Sky) 
2yrs 7mths.  66cm/29cm. 
Very large, above medium strength, black male with a very alert expression, good dark eyes 
and good ears.  High wither, firm back of good length.  Slightly short and slightly steep 
croup.  Good angulation in the forehand, good underline and very good angulation in the 
hindquarters.  Stands correct in front.  Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with 
good reach and drive maintaining a very good wither and good overline at all speeds. 
Gunsure. Excellent. 
 
MINOR PUPPY DOG STOCK COAT 
 
1st Debbar Rusty 4100367736 



(Conbhairean Freddie x Debbar Hermione) 
6mths.  Medium size Double P1 upper right.  Above medium size and strength, good dark 
eye and masking.  High wither, firm back of good length.   Good forehand angulation, good 
underline.  Slightly deep angulation of the hindquarter.  Shows good balance.  Stands 
correct in front.  Moves slightly close away and correct coming.  Moves well with very good 
reach and drive. Very promising 
 
 
 
2nd Castastar Sergio 4100368707  
(Conbhairean Freddie x Castastar Nayeli) 
6mths.  Just middle size and strength, expressive, with high wither and firm back of good 
length.  Slightly short & steep croup.  Long and just slightly steep upper arm.  Good 
underline which should perhaps be somewhat longer.  Good angulation in the hindquarters.  
Stands correct.  Slightly close going correct coming.  Moves well with good drive but slightly 
limited reach. Very promising 
 
Leishjaclyn Zephyr Dancer 4100370478 
(Leishjaclyn Rockabilly Dancer x Leishjaclyn Thunder Dancer) 
Dismissed couldn’t assess the teeth Ungraded 
 
 
JUNIOR DOG STOCK COAT 
 
1st CH Debbar Quall AZ 4100354391  
(Chili della Valcuvia x Debbar Isabella) 
64.5cm/29cm. Large strong expressive male of very good type.  Very strong masculine head. 
High wither firm back of good length. Slightly short and steep croup. Good angulation of the 
forehand and very good underline.  Very good hindquarters.  Stands correct in front and 
behind.  Presents a very balanced picture in stance.  Has some further development to come 
through the chest.   Moves correct coming and going.  Moves well with good reach and 
drive at all speeds maintaining a good top line at all speeds. Very good 
 
OPEN DOG STOCK COAT 
 
1st *Wulcano-Uno v Schnitzerteam (Imp Hungry) MET.NJ.518/16  
(Ulkan v Maikhus x Ixy v Contra) 
6yrs. 63cm/28cm. good medium size, strong, substantial, richly pigmented black and gold 
male of notably good type. Masculine head and expression where the planes could be 
slightly more correct.  Normal wither, firm back of good length, slightly short but well laid 
croup.  Slightly short upper arm, well developed chest proportions.  Very good underline, 
with very good hindquarters and very good muscle development.  Stands correct and moves 
correct both way, and throughout the class moved well at all speeds maintaining his very 
good lines – showing very good will to perform.  A very impressive dog. Gunsure. Excellent. 
 
2nd *Iccara Hard Rocco AZ 6100117476  
(Schaeferhund Rafael x Iccara Dava) 



3yrs 4mths – 65cm/32cm.  Large, above medium strong, black and gold male of good 
general type.  Good masculine head.  Long well angled neck.  High wither, firm back, slightly 
short steep croup.  Well developed brisket proportions. Long but somewhat steep upper 
arm,    Good underline, good angulation of the hindquarters, where the second thigh could 
just be slightly longer.  Stands correct.  Moves slightly close behind.  Moves correct coming.  
Moves well at all speeds, good reach and drive remaining firm and dry throughout. Gunsure, 
Excellent. 
 
 
3rd *Astasia Pacco AZ 4100321048 
(Conbhairean Karlos x Astasia Gamba) 
3yrs 5mths.  65cm/31cm. Large, medium strength, black and gold male of good type and 
very good, balanced proportions. Very good, masculine, expressive head.  Good wither, firm 
back of good length, Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Long, somewhat steep upper arm, 
slightly steep pasterns.  Good underline and very good hindquarters. Stands correct in front 
and behind. A dog with lovely clean lines. Moves well with good reach and drive but at 
times lacked a little enthusiasm. Gunsure, Excellent. 
 
 
4th *Castastar Over the Wall AZ 4100341465  
(Conbhairean Freddie x Debbar Isabella) 
2yrs 1mth – 65cm/31cm.  Large, well pigmented, strong and substantial male of very good 
type.  Very good head and expression, slight roman nose.  Long well angled neck.  High 
wither, firm back of good length, slightly steep croup of good length. Long and just slightly 
steep upper arm, well developed chest, very good underline and very good hindquarter 
angulations with well developed thighs.  Stands correct fore and aft. Moves correct coming 
and going.  Moves well with slightly restricted reach and very good drive with a clean outline 
at all speeds.  Gunsure, Excellent. 
 


